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Note: The masculine gender has been used as a neutral gender for the sole purpose of lightening the text.
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Congratulations and thank you for your involvement with an AHMIP team! You have been mandated to be 
manager of a hockey team. Your experience will be more enjoyable if you share the work with an assistant manager. 

 

This guide is intended to accompany you in your tasks and to propose a schedule to follow. Note that roles and 
responsibilities may vary depending on the coaching team and how you want to work together. 

 

Many other documents can be found here: https://hmip.org/en/documents-en/ 

 
1. MANAGERS ROLE 

 

Basically, the manager’s job consists of taking charge of the team’s administrative work and to act as a relationship 
manager with the parents. Preferably, the manager will have access to a computer. It can also consist of: 

 

➢ Provide information about players and coaches to the relevant individuals (i.e. Registrar); 

➢ Prepare and maintain the team's binder; 

➢ Prepare and animate parent meetings with the coaching team; 

➢ Manage the team budget; 

➢ Work on plans and ideas for financing the team; 

➢ Inform parents about all activities within the team; 

➢ Manage the teams TeamSnap accounts; 

➢ Inscribe the team in the different chosen tournaments and follow up; 

➢ Prepare social activities such as the end-of-year party, etc.; 

➢ Ensure communication with parents, coaches and players; 

➢ Ensure bilingualism at the communication level. 
 

To resume, the manager must be the link between parents, players and coaches. 
 
Here's a timeline that gives you an idea of what to do and when to do it: 
 
Week 1 – 2 
 

• Meet with the coaches and see how you want to work together; 

• Familiarize yourself with Team Snap (the association will create your team account) 
o Create the team’s roster in Team Snap 
o Schedule the first team / parent meeting; 

• Pick up the team jerseys and socks (a specific date and time will be sent by the equipment manager) 

• Print the team’s labels for upcoming games; 

• Complete the registration forms (Team registration) 

• Distribute and gather required documents from the parents; 

• Start looking for tournaments. 
 
 
Week 2-3 

• Prepare team fundraisers and ensure these respect covid guidelines (if there is a need); 

• Finalize tournament inscriptions and hotel reservation (if need be) 

 
 
 

 

https://hmip.org/en/documents-en/
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2. TEAM REGISTRATION FORM (formerly known as T112) 

 

Once the teams are finalized, each manager will have to quickly complete the registration form of the team (Team 
registration) with the following information: 

 

➢ The name of the player; 

➢ The jersey number assigned to the player; 
➢ The player’s position (forward, defenseman or goalie – for Novice division, either identify as a player or as 

a goalie); 
➢ Date of birth of the player (date format: DD/MM/YY); 
➢ The name, full address, phone number, email address AND date of birth of trainer, assistant trainers, 

Manager and assistant managers. 

 
Once the information is all gathered and the document is completed, it must be submitted to the Registrar by 
email: registrar@hmip.org If this form is not completed, the team registration cannot be done. 

 

As soon as tournament permits are awarded by Hockey Lac-St-Louis, the team’s original registration form will be 

returned to you by the registrar for players, trainers and manager(s) signature. (The tournament permit number 

must appear on the team registration form).  

 

The Registrar will send you your Team Registration Form as soon as it is approved by the Lac St-Louis Region. It is 

important to keep the original document in the team binder. Please note that the team registration form is not 

required to start the season. 
 

If, during the season, any changes are made to your team’s registration, such as adding an affiliate player or 
changing a player’s jersey number, please contact the registrar immediately. The registrar will send you a new 
version that complies with your team. NO CHANGES ARE ACCEPTED AFTER JANUARY 15th. 
 

3. AFFILIATED PLAYERS 

 

Affiliate players must be from the last cut of the level directly lower or the best player of the lower division in 
accordance with the Hockey Quebec rules. This year the rule is 1 for 1 even for single letters. After January 10th 
an affiliate player cannot play more than 5 games with his affiliated team. For any questions, please contact 
gouverneur.hmip.org@gmail.com 

 

The deadline to register an Affiliate player is January 15th of each year but should be done as soon as possible. 

 

Knowing the rules for using an affiliate player is very important. You can lose your game if the rules are broken. 
(See the administrative regulations of Hockey Quebec as well as the regulations of the Trente-Ouest Hockey 
League OR Lac-St-Louis for Double Letters). 

 

4. PARENTS MEETING 
 
The success of a team is strongly associated with the team spirit found within the team. This team spirit must be 
found not only in the players but also in the parents. This is probably the most important and arduous task related 
to a manager. It is important that all decisions be endorsed by the parents, especially regarding the financial aspects.  
 
To achieve this goal, we suggest: 
 

1) Reunite the parents early in the season. Subjects that should be discussed could be among others: 

mailto:registrar@hmip.org
mailto:gouverneur.hmip.org@gmail.com
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➢ Presentation of the coaching staff and explanation of their philosophy and team rules 
➢ Team budget and means of financing (Fundraising); 
➢ Choice of tournaments (outdoor and local); 
➢ Possibility of purchasing extra ice time: 

➢ Possible social activities that could be planned  
 

2) Ask the parents to familiarize themselves with TeamSnap and to frequently check the team schedule for upcoming 

games and practices and to confirm their ABSENCE OR PRESENCE as well as complete the covid check prior to 

arriving. 
 

3) Involve different parents in order to organize certain functions such as social activities (Christmas and end of 
season party); fundraising activities; hotel booking during outside tournaments, etc. 

 
Although some committees may seem innocuous, they have the advantage of encouraging the participation of all 
parents and creating a team spirit. 
 
 
5. OTHER DOCUMENTS  

 

There are several forms that the parents must complete for the team's binder to be completed.  
➢ The medical form: Is important for food allergies, respiratory problems, etc. of each child 
➢ The web authorization and the parent code of ethics were completed at the time of registration 
➢ In order to comply with the association's ethical requirements, the players, coaches and administrators 

code of Ethics forms must be completed. You must show these documents to AHMIP to obtain your 
tournament permits. Keep them in your binder.  

• Coaches code (for each coach); 

• Administrators code (for the managers); 

• Players code (for each player) 

• Head coaches and managers must also sign the confidentiality form 
 

6. DOCUMENT TABULATION  

 

As soon as parents start giving you back completed documents, you can start tabulating what you received via 
TeamSnap "tracking" or via an Excel spreadsheet. 

 
7. COMMUNICATING WITH THE REGISTRAR 

 

The registrar's address is 375, boul. Cardinal Léger, Pincourt, J7W 9H6. If you have any documents to give to the 
registrar, this is where you have to leave them or make an appointment to give them in person at the arena. 
Always communicate before by email at registrar@hmip.org 

 

8. COMMUNICATING WITH THE SCHEDULER 

 

The scheduler must be kept informed of any dates and/or activities that may conflict with the schedule of games 
and practices. The full schedule of the AHMIP is sent to all coaches and managers and are also posted on the AHMIP 
website. It is important to communicate your tournament dates as soon as possible to the scheduler by email at 
schedule@hmip.org with the tournament name and dates. In addition, when a fundraising activity is organized for 
the team, you must notify the scheduler so that a practice is not granted during the time dedicated to this activity. 
It is up to you to communicate this information quickly to the scheduler and this, before the publication of the 
schedule. A change for a team can result in a series of changes for multiple teams. The email address of the Head 

mailto:registrar@hmip.org
mailto:schedule@hmip.org
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Coach, First Assistant and Manager must be provided to the scheduler (PLEASE NO MORE THAN THAT). Sessions 
scheduled by AHMIP are mandatory, including sessions at the gymnasium and outdoor rinks. They cannot be 
canceled by teams.  

 
9. SCORE SHEET (see example of score sheet on the site) 

 

You will be given several score sheets you must always bring one with you at each game. The home team is 
responsible for initiating the score sheet. Once the pertinent information is written on the sheet and signed by 
the coach, you must hand it to the opposing team’s manager, which in turn will complete his information. The 
following information must be entered on the score sheet: 

 

1. Where the game is held (name of the city where the game is held ex. : Vaudreuil-Dorion, DDO) 

2. The date of the game; 

3. Number associated with the game (see your schedule); 

4. Name of the ligue (Ligue de hockey Trente Ouest / LHTO); 

5. Name of your team (Ex : Midget B Islanders); 

6. An alignment label must be affixed to each of the 5 copies 

7. If you have suspended players, you must fill proper information in the “SUSPENDED MEMBERS” box 
associated to your team along with the coachs initials (see point # 10 below for details) 

 

At the end of the game for single letter teams: 

 

If you are the visiting team (away game): 

• You will receive from the timekeeper a pink copy of the score sheet entitled “VISITEUR” 

• You must keep this copy at all time in your binder. 

 

If you are the receiving team (home game): 

• You will receive from the timekeeper a pink copy of the score sheet entitled “LOCAL” 

• You must keep this copy at all time in your binder. 

• You must transmit a copy (scan or picture) of this time sheet to:   

o claude.guerard@outlook.com 

o manager@hmip.org 

 

In the subject line of the email indicate game # and name team (# Goals) vs Team Name (# Goals) and if suspension 

add suspension notice team name. 

 

The home team is responsible for transmitting the results (scan or picture) at the latest on the Tuesday evening 

following a weekend game. As soon as a result is missing, the Treasurer and the President of the league will be 

notified and a fine of $ 10 will be charged to the offending association. The $ 10 will be charged again the following 

week if the result is not sent, and so on. Fees will be billed on the final administrative invoice. 

 
10. LABELS template is available on the site: https://www.hmip.org/en/for-the-managers.html 

 

The use of labels is mandatory (a minor penalty of two minutes could be imposed by the referee to the offending 
team.) The format is Avery 5163. Each sheet contains 10 labels. On your score sheet, you must apply one label 
per page. You will need 5 labels per game. The players on the labels must be listed in order of player number. 

 

If you have a suspended player, you must enter his number, his name and the number of games the player did 
not play versus the total number of games suspended in the top corner of the score sheet (for example, if your 

mailto:claude.guerard@outlook.com
mailto:manager@hmip.org
https://www.hmip.org/en/for-the-managers.html
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player has been suspended for 3 games and has already served 2 games of his suspension, at the top corner of 
the score sheet you will enter: player #, player name and  3/3 because he is now serving his last and final 
suspension game). Once the whole suspension has been served. You must send copies of the score sheets as 
proof that the player has served his suspension to the discipline coordinator (discipline@hmip.org) and to 
opertaions@hmip.org :  

 
If you use an affiliate player, do not forget to add him by hand, on each label of the score sheet.  
 

We recommend that you give spare labels and a few game sheets to a coach or two. That way, if you cannot make 
it to a game, or you are running late, someone else can fill out the score sheet for you. Do not forget that your 
team will receive a 2-minute penalty if the player are written manually on the score sheet. 
 

The labels should have the following information and be in order of jersey number – here is an example 
 

Riverains 1 de l’Ile Perrot 

Novice A 

              
23 Marc-Antoine Bluteau 
25 Alexander Ferriero 
27 Aaron Johnson 
40 Dylan Ghantous 
42 Massimo Pompizzi 
44 Guiseppe (Joey) Fazio 
48 Carl Vinet 
49 Jayden Osborne 
50 Olivier Pelletier 
51 Alexander Beck 
52 Coralie Charron 
55 Bailey Warne 
72 Alessandro Do Monte  (G) 
 
E1 Gerard Ghantous, Entraîneur-chef 
E2 Keith Beck, Entraîneur-adj. 
E3 Kevin Do Monte, Entraîneur-adj. 
E4 Lee Osborne, Entraîneur-adj  

     B1 Lianne Ulin, Gérante 

 
 

 
11. TOURNAMENT PARTICIPATION (optional except for AHMIP tournaments)  

 

Participation is mandatory for each team if tournaments are organized by HMIP. Please note that in 2021-2022, there 
is no HMIP tournaments. 

 

- Novice can participate in up to 3 tournaments (including one after the end of the regular season) 

- Atom until can participate in up to 4 tournaments (including one after the end of the regular season) 

- Midget can participate in up to 4 tournaments with no restrictions.  
 
Teams must limit themselves to a maximum of one away tournament to avoid additional costs to parents. This 
should be discussed with them during the parent meetings. Even better is to have parents vote on the total 
number of tournaments that they want their children to participate in. Upon confirmation of participation in a 
tournament, the Manager must immediately notify the Registrar and the Scheduler by email. You must indicate 
the name of the tournament and the dates of the tournament as well as confirm whether it is in Quebec or outside 
(and where). The Registrar will obtain tournament permits and travel permits, if applicable. 

mailto:discipline@hmip.org
mailto:opertaions@hmip.org
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You will have to go pick up your permits when the registrar receives them. A notice will be sent to you by email. 
At this time, in exchange for your permit, you will have to return ALL the jersey deposit checks, the association 
fees owed, and the missing codes of ethics as well as the team budget. 
 
 
Do not plan ANY TOURNAMENTS BEFORE November 15th, for Novice teams, no tournament allowed before 
December 1st. Permits are hard to come by early and you risk not being able to participate. 

 
Permits are mandatory for all tournaments. If you do not have your tournament license, you will not be able to 
participate in your tournament. If you lose your permit, a $ 200 fine per lost permit will be charged by LSL. They 
will then issue you a letter entitling you to participate in the tournament, but you will have to go to their offices to 
pay your replacement fees and thus obtain your authorization to participate in the tournament. A delay of 2 
business days is required to replace the missing permit. 

 
COVID warning: 
With the ongoing pandemic we strongly recommend you enquire about your chosen tournaments refund policies 
especially if you chose an out of province or Can Am tournament. You might be at the mercy of travel restrictions, 
changes in vaccination policy and Hockey Quebec haven’t not shared their rules yet. 

 

Procedure for registering your team in a tournament: 

 

From the list of tournaments you will find on the Hockey Québec website: 
http://www.hockey.qc.ca/en/tournois.html, you call/email as soon as possible the tournament organizer in 
order to receive an application form. 

 

If your team is accepted, you must follow the procedure requested by the tournament. You must complete and 
return as soon as possible the information requested by the tournament as well as your payment. 

 
 

 
 

 
Also, during your tournament, don’t forget to advise the scheduler of your progress (i.e. i f  y o u  m a k e  i t  t o  th e 
f i n a l s )  in case you had a regular season game planned. 
 
Binder verification: A binder verification is required to participate in an activity, such as a tournament, festival or 
championship. It's one of your tasks to complete this binder and keep it up to date. A one-and-a-half to two-inch 
ring binder is usually used and the following forms are included in it: 
 

➢ The original and copies of the registration form (T112) with signatures; 
➢ The schedule of your league games (the original without change); as well as an updated copy (with change); 
➢ Score sheets (last 5 games including tournaments and end-of-season playoffs); 
➢ The proof of certification of the coach and/or assistant coaches (if applicable) that you will find on your 

team registration; 
➢ Your tournament permit (or travel permit if the tournament is in Ontario or the United States). 

 
 

This binder must be given to the organizers at the beginning of each tournament. It is your responsibility to get it 
back as soon as your tournament ends. The day of the tournament you must arrive at least 1 hour in advance to 

Please advise the scheduler as soon as you have confirmation that you have been 

accepted in a tournament. schedule@hmip.org 

http://www.hockey.qc.ca/en/tournois.html
mailto:schedule@hmip.org
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ensure that all documents are adequate. 
 

 
 
 

12. BUDGET  

 

In order to avoid embarrassing situations and to be ready to answer parents’ questions at any time, it is essential 

to keep the budget up to date on a weekly basis. You have to keep all the bills and any documents that support 

an expense and an income. Team budget expenses must be expenses that benefit all players on the team or 

directly related to the team's hockey operations. To keep the spirit of transparency, you can send a copy of the 

revised budget as needed at least 3 times during the season (beginning of season, mid-season and end of season) 

to the parents. 

 

It is important to keep in mind when you make your team budget that not all parents have the same income. 

When presenting your team's budget, you must take into account that parents have already paid for registration, 

new equipment, sticks, etc. If parents so wish, there may be more fundraising done to help lower-income families. 

 
At the end of the season, all teams must submit a detailed budget of their income and expenses to their 
members and must close their bank account and return the surplus equitably amongst members of the team. 
They will be required to submit a copy of their budget to the CA. 
 

There is a budget template available on our site:  https://hmip.org/en/documents-en/ 

 
Allowed Team expenses 

 
Team budget expenses must be expenses that benefit all players on the team or directly relate to the hockey 
operation of the team. Here are some examples : 

 
➢ Tournament registration fees; 
➢ Equipment for the team (i.e. first aid kit, orange cone); 
➢ Additional ice time (as decided at the team parents meeting); 
➢ Team dinner (end of season, Christmas, etc.). 

 

 

FUNDRAISERS and SPONSORSHIP REQUESTS 

 

Parent cooperation is necessary for your fundraising to be successful, but some parents may prefer to donate an 
amount equivalent to the fundraising earned. You can ask parents for ideas, but here are some popular examples 
of fundraising: 

 

➢ Half and Half draws, hockey tickets; 

➢ Tim Hortons; 

➢ Draw tickets with prizes picked up within the team (hockey tickets, gift certificate, purchase of a bottle of 

wine per parent ...) 

➢ Sale of chocolate, spaghetti evening, casino party etc . 

  

Some parents have access to sponsorships, you can submit a sponsorship application letter to parents, who, 

TOURNAMENTS FILL UP VERY RAPIDLY, YOU MUST PUT A PRIORITY ON THIS 

TASK AS SOON AS THE SEASON STARTS. 

https://hmip.org/en/documents-en/
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in turn, can give it to their employers, etc. To avoid conflict, donations should always be given on behalf of 
the team. 

 
 
13. BANK ACCOUNT OPENING 

 

HMIP will no longer require you to open a team account however If you wish to open one we recommend you use 
our partner Scotiabank: 1400 Boul Du Traversier, Pincourt, Qc, Canada, J7W 0K8  

 
The manager is responsible for maintaining a proper budget and to provide records as needed.  A copy of the team 
budget must be sent to treasury@hmip.org at the end of the season showing all monies have been spent or 
reimbursed. 
 
For any questions regarding your account and its operations you can contact Lorne at the bank at: 
lorne.alper@banquescotia.com 
 

 
14. COMMUNICATION TOOL : TEAMSNAP 

 

The association will provide a TeamSnap account to all teams. Your head coach will have access as soon 
as the team is formed. You must keep the schedule of the games and practices up to date, as well as the 
relevant communications of the various activities of the team. It is highly recommended to send emails 
via TeamSnap and use the chat team. For any questions or help contact us at operations@hmip.org 

 

At the beginning of the season: 

 

➢ Team rosters have been created for you 

➢ Update the teams schedule as soon as possible; 

➢ Create the list of known events (fundraisers, tournaments etc.) 

 

COVID  
• It is more important then ever to make sure that attendance is tracked accurately as well as health 

checks completed for all players and coaches on the ice.  

• Vaccine check – For players over 13 vaccines have been verified and tracked in your tracking 
section in team snap.  As you players turn 13 and vaccines become mandatory  you will be notified 
by HMIP with next steps. 

 
15. EQUIPMENT 

 

DEPOSIT POLICY: Parents must submit a deposit of $ 200 which must be postdated to March 15, 2022. A 
jersey returned in poor condition or lost will have to be refunded in the amount of $ 100 per jersey. 

 

Jerseys should NEVER be put in the dryer. Also, the manager will be responsible for picking up all the 
jerseys after the last game of the season. 

 

In order to preserve the lifespan of the jerseys it is forbidden to put the name strips on the back at ALL 
levels. 

 

 

mailto:treasury@hmip.org
mailto:lorne.alper@banquescotia.com
mailto:operations@hmip.org
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16. TEAM PHOTOS/ TROPHEES 
 
We have a dedicated photographer for the association for team photos. The photo day is 
during the month of November 2021 and will be communicated via the schedule. 
 

 
17. QUESTIONS? 
 

If you have any questions, you can contact one of the people listed below. Do not forget to mention to parents to 
regularly check the website  www.hmip.org.. They will find several important information and documents as well 
as the site of your team. 

 
 

Registrar Lynne Théorêt registrar@hmip.org 

Schedular Lynne Théorêt schedule@hmip.org  

Discipline director Jason Liverman discipline@hmip.org 

Governor Robert Trickett gouverneur.hmip.org@gmail.com 

Equipment Vacant  

President Christina Maurice Fazio president@hmip.org 

Vice-president operations Lianne Ullin operations@hmip.org 

Treasurer Vacant treasury@hmip.org 

Chief referee Raynald Groleau referee@hmip.org 

Chief chrono                                                Lynne Théorêt timekeeper@hmip.org 

Chief manager Elise Stoycheff manager@hmip.org 

 
Ligue de hockey Trente Ouest (LHTO) site :  www.lhto.ca 
  

IT IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO MODIFY IN ANY WAYS THE JERSEYS. IT IS ALSO FORBITTEN 

TO MODIFY NUMBERS. NO SPONSOR'S ANNOUNCEMENT IS PERMITTED WITHOUT THE 

WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE AHMIP. IT IS FORBITTEN TO PASTE NAMES OR LETTERS ON 

THE JERSEYS. THEY MUST BE SEWN (C for Captain and A for Assitants). 

http://www.hmip.org/
mailto:registrar@hmip.org
mailto:schedule@hmip.org
mailto:discipline@hmip.org
mailto:gouverneur.hmip.org@gmail.com
mailto:president@hmip.org
mailto:vice-president@hmip.org
mailto:treasury@hmip.org
mailto:referee@hmip.org
mailto:timekeeper@hmip.org
mailto:manager@hmip.org
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ADDITION FOR DOUBLE LETTER MANAGERS 
 

GAME SHEET 

After each local game you must send a photo of the game sheet to: 

jm.martel@hockeylsl.ca (jean michel) 

coord-adj@hockeylsl.ca (lyne sauve) 

 

The local team is not only responsible for filling out the game sheet (as indicated above in the single letter) 
but also for mailing the original copy (white copy) to the Lac St-Louis office 2X per year 

- Once at Xmas break 

- Once at the end of the reg season: 

 

HOCKEY LAC ST-LOUIS  att : Jean-Michel Martel 

6875 Boul. Thimens Suite 200  

Saint-Laurent, Qc 

H4S 2C7 

 

If the game sheet is not received within 10 business days of the game date otherwise, there will have a $ 
25 fee charged to the team. You can send a copy by email immediately after the game but the original 
MUST still be posted. 

 

The local team is also responsible for putting the final score on the website with the fair play points. As 
soon as the manager is known (or the person you are going to appoint to update the results) you must 
send an email to the operations@hmip.org who will make your registration. You will receive a link and a 
password. 

 

This must be done at the end of the game before 10AM the next day. If not, there will have a $ 25 charge 
to the team. It is important to check what the opposing team has put as info - to check the attribution of 
the fair play. LSL does not validate therefore if it has an error it is necessary to write to Jean-Michel Martel 

(jm.martel@hockeylsl.ca) 

 

PHYSICAL CONTACT TRAINNING - HMIP will communicate the dates 

Physical contact training is mandatory for PEEWEE, BANTAM and MIDGET. It has 2 phases – gym or online 
and ice. Your affiliated players must have followed the training as well or they cannot play with you. You 
will only have your tournament license when 100% of the team members have followed it. It is possible to 
do 1 combined training for PEEWEE and BANTAM. 

 

DRESS CODE AND EQUIPMENT 

To be discussed with the coaches. For games it is important to either have a track suit, hoodie or team 
coat, or clean clothing 

mailto:jm.martel@hockeylsl.ca
mailto:coord-adj@hockeylsl.ca
mailto:operations@hmip.org
mailto:jm.martel@hockeylsl.ca

